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Task: Allegations A-229, A-306g
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Characterization: It is alleged that an individual was directed to turn over
operational control records (OCR) packages [ system startup quality assurance

1

(QA) records] before system reviews were completed, and that the resulting
documentation and hardware discrepancy lists submitted to LP&L documented
inadequate reviews.

Assessment of A11ecation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
inadequate reviews of turnover documentation packages were performed which may

affect the acceptability of safety-related systems.

The NRC staff examined an Ebasco interoffice memorandum which provided package

turnover status. The staff interviewed Ebasco and LP&L personnel involved with
the Mercury turnover documentation program, and examined the discrepancy list
identified in the Ebasco memorandum to determine if referenced corrective
action was documented. Also, the NRC staff reviewed a sample of Mercury SUS
turnover packages to verify that deficiencies noted by Ebasco Quality
Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) had been adequately resolved.

The Ebasco interoffice memorandum provided the status of five SUS documentation

packages prior to turnover the LP&L. The topics included Ebasco and Mercury
integrated SUS turnover package review for approved checklists; training of
Mercury and Ebasco personnel for parallel review; and a notation that the five
SUS packages reviewed were missing preliminary as-built (PAB) drawings (PABs

represent the as-built configuration). Also, two SUS turnover packages given
to the Ebasco startup group were identified as not being reviewed against the
PAB (baseline document), and that the Ebasco startup group had rejected the two
packages and caused all five SUS packages to be rereviewed using the PABs as

baseline documents.
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The NRC staff interviewed LP&L and Ebasco personnel, including the addressee
of the Ebasco interoffice memorandum, involved with Mercur, and Ebasco reviews
of turnover packages. The staff discovered that, between December 1982 and
February 1983, there was a change in Mercury and Ebasco interface as to parallel
and individual company documentation review. There was some confusion between
Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L reviews, and, as noted in the Ebasco memorandum, two

SUS packages were submitted to EBASCO startup group without being evaluated

against PABs. The EBASCO startup group rejected the packages, which caused
re-review by Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG. The NRC staff believed this to be a
good example of quality assurance system checks and balances working effectively
to maintain system effectiveness.

The NRC staff could not locate the discrepancy lists for the two systems
alleged to have been reviewed without PABs. However, LP&L did provide the
staff with original turnover deficiency and status documents received by LP&L
from Ebasco QAIRG. These records identified that Mercury and Ebasco reviews

were performed using PABs as the baseline documents. After reviewing these
current records, the NRC staff found no procedural violation.

Ten Mercury generated SUS turnover packages were reviewed by the NRC staff.
The objective was to verify that Mercury and Ebasco documentation review did
cover technical adequacy, completeness, and authenticity. The staff results
showed that Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG reviews were adequately accomplished and

documented. In addition, the NRC staff performed walkdowns for 19
instrumentation installations and found no problems. For further details, see
the NRC staff assessments of Allegations A-188, A-190, A-191, A-193, A-35,
and A-308.

The NRC staff found that Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L had implemented adequate

control of SUS turnover package reviews. This allegation has neither safety
significance nor generic implications.

otential Violations: None.
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Actions' Required: None.

References

1. Mercury Procedure: QCP-3010 (N4920-Supp.)' Rev - Quality Assurance

Records.

2. Ebasco Procedure: QAI 9 - Review and handling of construction
installation records.

3. Ebasco Procedure: ASP-IV-50 - Release and turnover from construction to
Waterford startup'and area transfer to Waterford plant staff.

4. Exhibit 15, Ebasco interoffice memorandum.

Statement Prepared By:
__

V. J. Wenczel Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date-

. Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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Characterization: It is alleged that an individual was directed to turn over
operational control records (OCR) packages [ system startup quality assurance
(QA) records] before system reviews were completed, and that the resulting
documentation and hardware discrepancy lists submitted to LP&L documented

inadequate reviews. -

Assessment of A11ecation: The implied significance of this allegation is that'
inadequate reviews of turnover documentation packages were performed hif sry
1tffect the acceptability of safety-related systemsj ] hvf f,ttn Mtd a

The NRC staff examined an Ebasco interoffice merr,orandum which provided package

turnover status. The staff interviewed Ebasco and LP&L personnel involved with
the Mercury turnover documentation program, and examined the discrepancy list

identified in the Ebasco memorandum to determine if referenced corrective
action was documented. Also, the NRC staff reviewed a sartple of Mercury SUS
turnover packages to verify that deficiencies noted by Ebasco Quality
Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) had been adequately resolved.

The Ebasco interoffice memorandum provided the status of five SUS documentation

packages prior to turnover the LP&L. The topics included Ebasco and Mercury
integrated SUS turnover package review for approved checklists; training of
Mercury and Ebasco personnel for parallel review; and a notation that the five

SUS packa es reviewed were missing preliminary as-built (PAB) drawinggPABg
representt the as-built configuration). Also, two SUS turnover packages given
to the Ebasco startup group were identified as not being reviewed against the
PAB (baseline document), and that the Ebasco startup group had rejected the two
packages and caused all five SUS packages to be rereviewed using the PABs as

baseline documents. .
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The NRC staff interviewed LP&L and Ebasco personnel, including the addressee
of the Ebasco interoffice memorandum, involved with Mercury and Ebisco reviews
of turnover packages. The staff discovered that, between December 1982 and

February 1983, there was a change in Mercury and Ebasco interfac as to parallel
and individual company documentation review. There was some confusion between

Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L reviews, and, as noted in the Ebasco memorandum, two

SUS packages were submitted to EBASCO startup group without being evaluated
; against PABs. The EBASCO startup group rejected the packages, which caused

re-review by Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG. The NRC staff believed this to be a

good example of quality assurance system checks and balances working effectively
to maintain system effectiveness.

The NRC staff could not locate the discrepancy lists for the two systems
alleged to have been reviewed without PABs. However, LP&L did provide the
staff with original turnover deficiency and status documents received by LP&L
from Ebasco QAIRG. These records identified that Mercury and Ebasco reviews

were performed using PABs as the baseline documents. After reviewing these
current records, the NRC staff found no procedural violation.

Ten Mercury generated SUS turnover packages were reviewed by the NRC staff.
The objective was to verify that Mercury and Ebasco documentation review did

1

cover technical adequacy, completeness, and authenticity. The staff results
showed that Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG reviews were adequately accomplished and

documented. In addition, the NRC staff performed walkdowns for 19
instrumentation installations and found no problems. For further details, see

the NRC staff assessments of Allegations A-188, A-190, A-191, A-193, A-35,
and A-308.

The NRC staff found that Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L had implemented adequate

control of SUS turnover package reviews. Thisallegationhafneithersafety
.

significance nor generic implications.

I -

Potential Violations: None
<
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Actions Required: None.

References , i

1. Mercury Procedure: QCP-3010 (N4920-Supp.) Rev - Quality Assurance
;

Records. j

2. Ebasco Procedure: QAI 9 - Review and handling of construction
installation records.

3. Ebasco Procedure: ASP-IV-50 - Release and turnover from construction to
Waterford startup and area transfer to Waterford plant staff.

4. Exhibit 15, Ebasco interoffice memorandum.

Statement Prepared By:

V. J. Wenczel Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

.

Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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Charac erization: It is alleged that an individual was directed to turn over
.

operation 1 control records (OCR) packages [ system startup quality assurance

(QA) records)Nbefore system reviews were completed, and that the resulting
documentation and hardware discrepancy lists submitted to LP&L documented
inadequate reviews,

N
Assessment of A11ecation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
inadequate reviews of turnover documentation packages were performed which may

\affect the acceptability of safety-related systems.

The NRC staff examined an Ebasco interoffice memorandum which provided package /'N
m x tA es

turnover status. The staff intervi'ewed Eb.ago and LP&L personnel involved with /
the Mercury turnover dogumentation pr\ogym,andexaminedthediscrepancylist
identified in the Ebalco memorandum to determine if referenced corrective V

Naction was documented. Also, the NRC staff reviewed a sample of Mercury SUS

turnover packages to verify that deficiencies n ted by Eba[co Quality d
Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) had been adequately resolved.

N-
The Ebgco interoffice memorandum provided the status o( five SUS documentation /

packages prior to turnover the LP&L. The topics included Ebhco and Mercury I

integrated SUS turnover package review for approved checklists; training of
cas N

Mercury and Eba3co personnel for parallel review; and a notation that the five /

SUSpackagesreviewedweremissingpreliminaryas-built (PAB)d)awings(PABs

represent the as-built configuration). Also, two SUS turnover packages given
totheEb[s$startupgroupwereidentifiedasnotbeingreviewedaga'instthe d
PAB(baselinedocument),andthattheEbdcostartupgrouphadrejectedthetwo y'
packages and caused all five SUS packages to be rereviewed using the PABs as,

_ _ \baseline documents.
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aes
The NRC staff interviewed LP&L and Ebasco personnel, including the addressee dmes === ues
of the Eba3co interoffice memorandum, involved with Mercury and Ebas.co reviews /
of turnover packages. The staff discovered that, between December 1982 and

ers
February 1983, there was a change in Mercury and Ebasco interfach as to parallel /
and individual company documentation review. There was some confusion between

aes ves
Mercury, Ebago, and LP&L reviews; and, as noted in the Ebajco memorandum, two y

SUS packages were submitted to EBASCO startup group without being evaluated
against PABs. The EBASCO startup group rejected the packages, which caused

etes
re-review by Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG. The NRC staff believed this to be a /

_

good example of quality assurance system checks and balances working effectively
to maintain system effectiveness.

The NRC staff could not locate the discrepancy lists for the two systems
alleged to have been reviewed without PABs. However, LP&L did provide the
staff with original turnover deficiency and status documents received by LP&L

acs ses
from Eba co QAIRG. These records identified that Mercury and Ebagco reviews /
were performed using PABs as the baseline documents. After reviewing these
current records, the NRC staff found no procedural violation.

Ten Mercury generated SUS turnover packages were reviewed by the NRC staff.
cres i

The objective was to verify that Mercury and Ebajco documentation review did v/

cover technical adequacy, completeness, and authenticity. The staff results
showed that Mercury and Eb co QAIRG reviews were adequately accomplished and

documented. In addition, the NRC staff performed walkdowns for 19
instrumentation installations and found no problems. For further details, see

theNRCstaffassessmentsofAllegationsA-1881[A-1903,fd-191fd-193,A-35, /
and A-308. dm 7 ,s3, en

CAP *5 j

The NRC staff found that Mercury, Eb_ajco, and LP&L had implemented adequate y

control of SUS turnover package reviews. This allegation has neither safety
.

significance nor generic implications.
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None.fPotential Violations:
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Actions Required: None.

References . e
-

1. Mercury Procedure: QCP-3010 (N4920-Supp.) Rev - Quality Assurance
Records.

CAPS /
2. EbaycoProcedure: QAI 9 - Review and handling of construction V

installation records.

caes
3. Ebasco Procedure: ASP-IV-50 - Release and turnover from construction to v/

Waterford startup and area transfer to Waterford plant staff.

CAP 3 /4. Exhibit 15, Ebasco interoffice memorandum. V

Statement Prepared By:

V. J. Wenczel Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

Site Team Leader (s) Date

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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Task: Allegations A-229, A-306g

Reference No.: A-84-A-06/117; 4-84-A-06/184g

Characterization: It is alleged that an individual was directed to turn over
operational control records (OCR) packages [ system startup quality assurance
(QA) records] before system reviews were completed, and that the resulting
documentation and hardware discrepancy lists submitted to LP&L documented
inadequate reviews.

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
inadequate reviews of turnover documentation packages were performed which may

affect the acceptability of safety-related systems.

The NRC staff examined an Ebasco interoffice memorandum which provided package

turnover status. The staff interviewed Ebasco and LP&L personnel involved with
the Mercury turnover documentation program, and examined the discrepancy list
identified in the Ebasco memorandum to determine if referenced corrective
action was documented. Also, the NRC staff reviewed a sample of Mercury SUS

turnover packages to verify that deficiencies noted by Ebasco Quality
Assurance Installation Review Group (QAIRG) had been adequately resolved.

The Ebasco interoffice memorandum provided the status of five SUS documentation
packages prior to turnover the LP&L. The topics included Ebasco and Mercury
integrated SUS turnover package review for approved checklists; training of
Mercury and Ebasco personnel for parallel review; and a notation that the five
SUS packages reviewed were missing preliminary as-built (PAB) drawings (PABs
represent the as-built configuration). Also, two SUS turnover packages given
to the Ebasco startup group were identified as not being reviewed against the
PAB (baseline document), and that the Ebasco startup group had rejected the two
packages and caused all five SUS packages to be rereviewed using the PABs as
baseline documents.
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The NRC staff interviewed LP&L and Ebasco personnel, including the addressee
of the Ebasco interoffice memorandum, involved with Mercury and Ebasco reviews
of turnover packages. The staff discovered that, between December 1982 and

February 1983, there was a change in Mercury and Ebasco interface as to parallel
and individual company documentation review. There was some confusion between
Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L reviews, and, as noted in the Ebasco memorandum, two

SUS packages were submitted to EBASCO startup group without being evaluated

against PABs. The EBASCO startup group rejected the packages, which caused
-re-review by Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG. The NRC staff believed this to be a
good example of quality assurance system checks and balances working effectively
to maintain system effectiveness.

The NRC staff could not locate the discrepancy lists for the two systems
alleged to have been reviewed without PABs. However, LP&L did provide the
staff with original turnover deficiency and status documents received by LP&L

-from Ebasco QAIRG. These records identified that Mercury and Ebasco reviews
were performed using PABs as the baseline documents. After reviewing these
current records, the NRC staff found no procedural violation.

Ten Mercury generated SUS turnover packages were reviewed by the NRC staff.
The objective was to verify that Mercury and Ebasco documentation review did
cover technical adequacy, completeness, and authenticity. The staff results
showed that Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG reviews were adequately accomplished and

documented. In addition, the NRC staff performed walkdowns for 19
instrumentation installation and found no problems. For further details, see

the NRC staff assessments of Allegations A188, A190, A191, A193, A35, and A308.

The NRC staff found that Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L had implemented adequate

control of SUS turnover package reviews. This allegation has neither safety
significance nor generic implications.
'

e
Potential Violations: None.
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Actions Required: None.

References

1. Mercury Procedure: QCP3010 (N4920Supp.) Rev Quality Assurance

Records.

2. Ebasco Procedure: QAI 9 Review and handling of construction
installation records.

3. Ebasco Procedure: ASPIV50 Release and turnover from construction to
Waterford startup and area transfer to Waterford plant staff.

4. Exhibit-15, Ebasco interoffice memorandum.

Statement Prepared By:

V. J. Venczel Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

Site Team Leader (s) Date

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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SSER

Task: Allegations A-229, A-306g

Reference No.: A-84-A-06/117f4-84-A-06/184g

Characterization: It is alleged that an individual was directed to turn over
operational control records (0CR) packages [ system startup quality assurance
(QA) records] before system reviews were completed, and that the resulting
documentation and hardware discrepancy lists submitted to LP&L documented
inadequate reviews. .

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
inadequate reviews of turnover documentation packages were performed which may
affect the acceptability of safety-related systems.

.

The NRC staff examined an Ebasco interoffice memorandum which provided package

turnover status. The staff interviewed Ebasco and LP&L personnel involved with
the Mercury turnover documentation program, and examined the discrepancy list
identified in the Ebasco memorandum to determine if referenced corrective
action was documented. Also the NRC staff reviewed a sample of Mercury SUS y7
turnover packages to verify that deficiencies noted by Ebasco Quality

AssuranceInstallationReviewGrhp'(QAIRG)hadbeenadequatelyresolved. y

The Ebasco interoffice memorandum provided the status of five SUS documentation

packages prior to turnover the LP&L. The topics included Ebasco and Mercury
integrated SUS turnover package review for approved checklists; training of
Mercury and Ebasco personnel for parallel review; and a notation that the five
SUS packages reviewed were missing preliminary as-built (PAB) drawings (PABs

cA
represent the as-built configuration). Also, two SUS turnover pages given to
theEbascostartupgroupwereidentifiedas'nothbeingreviewedagainstthe
PAB(baselinedocument),andthattheEbascostahupgrouphadrejectedthetwo
packages and caused all five SUS packages to be re-reviewed using the PABs as
baseline documents.
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The NRC staff interviewed LP&L and Ebasco personnel, including the addressee
of the Ebasco interoffice memorandum, involved with Mercury and Ebasco reviews
of turnover packages. The staff discovered that, between December 1982 and

,

February 1983, there was a change in Mercury and Ebasco interface as to parallel
and individual company documentation review. There was some confusion between

Mercury, Ebasco, and LPkL reviews, akd, as noted in the Ebasco memorandum, two X)(
SUS packages were submitted to EBASCO startup group without being evaluated

against PABs. The EBASCO startup group rejected the packages, which caused
re-review by Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG. The NRC staff believed this to be a
good example of quality assurance system checks and balances working effectively
to maintain system effectiveness.

The NRC staff could not locate the discrepancy lists for the two systems
alleged to have been reviewed without PABs. However, LP&L did provide i;he
staff with original turnover deficiency and status documents received by LP&L
from Ebasco QAIRG. These records identified that Mercury and Ebasco reviews
were perfomed using PABs as the baseline documents. After reviewing these
current records, the NRC staff found no procedural violation.

Ten Mercury generated SUS turnover packages were reviewed by the NRC staff.
The objective was to verify that Mercury and Ebasco documentation review did
cover technical adequacy, completeness, and authenticity. The staff results'

3 showed that Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG reviews were adequately accomplished and

a documented. In addition, the NRC staff performed walkdowns for 19
,

_4{ instrumentatiohfoundnoproblems. For further details, s'ee the NRC staff g
'

t assessments of Allegations A-188, A-190, A-191, A-193, A-35, and A-308.

The NRC staff found that Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L had implemented adequate

I control of SUS turnover package reviews. Th'is allegation has neither safety

| significance nor generic implications.

Potential Violations: None
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Actions Required: None..

References

1. Mercury Procedure: QCP-3010 (N4920-Supp.) Rev - Quality Assurance

Records.

2. Ebasco Procedure: QAI C - Review and handling of construction
installation records.

3. Ebasco Procedure: ASP-IV-50 - Release and turnover from construction to
. Waterford start-up and area transfer to Waterford plant staff.

.

.

4. Exhibit 15, Ebasco interoffice memorandum.

Statement Prepared By:

V. J. Venczel Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

.

Reviewed By:

Site Team Leader (s) Date

'

.

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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DRAFT 2#
e-

- 06/09/84

SSER

. Task: Allegations A-229, A-306g -

Reference No.: . A-84-A-06/117; 4-84-A-06/184g

Characterization: It is alleged that an individual was directed to turn over
operational control records (OCR) packages [ system startup quality assurance
(QA) records] before system reviews were completed, and that the resulting
documentation and hardware discrepancy lists submitted to LP&L documented

inadequate-reviews.

Assessment 'of Allegation: The implied significance of this all'egation is that

- . inadequate reviews of turnover documentation packages were performed which may ' !
~

affect the acceptability of safety-related systems.

The NRC staff examined an Ebasco interoffice memorandum which provided package*
<

, turnover status. The staff interviewed Ebasco and LP&L personnel involved with
the Mercury turnover documentation program, and examined the discrepancy list
identified in'the Ebasco memorandum to determine if referenced corrective
action was documented. Also the NRC staff- reviewed a sample of Mercury SUS

turnover packages to verify that deficiencies noted by Ebasco Quality
Ass'urance Installation Review Gruop (QAIRG) had been adequately resolved.

'The Ebasco interoffice memorandum provided the status of five SUS documentation-
packages prior to turnover the LP&L. The topics included Ebasco and Mercury
integrated SUS-turnover package review for approved checklists; training of
Mercury and Ebasco personnel for parallel review; and a notation that the five
SUS packages reviewed were missing preliminary as-built (PAB) drawings (PABs
represent the as-built configuration). Also, two SUS turnover pages given to

..the Ebasco startup group were' identified as noted being reviewed against the
PAB (baseline document), and that the Ebasco statup group.had rejected the two
packages and caused all five SUS packages to be re-reviewed using-the PABs as
baseline documents.

.
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The NRC staff interviewed LP&L and Ebasco perscnnel, including the addressee
of the Ebasco interoffice memorandum, involved with Mercury and Ebasco reviews

of turnover packages. The staff discovered that, between December 1982 and
February 1983, there was a change in Mercury and Ebasco interface as to parallel
and individual company documentation review. There was some confusion between

Mercury, Ebasco, and LPUL reviews, asd, as noted in the Ebasco memorandum, two

SUS packages were submitted to EBASCO startup group without being evaluated

against PABs. The EBASCO startup group rejected the packages, which caused
re-review by Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG. The NRC staff believed this to be a
good example of quality assurance system checks and balances working effectively
to maintain system effectiveness.

The NRC staff could not locate the discrepancy lists for the two systems
alleged to have been reviewed without PABs. However, LP&L did provide the
staff with original turnover deficiency and status documents received by LP&L
from Ebasco QAIRG. These records identified that Mercury and Ebasco reviews
were perfonned using PABs as the baseline documents. After reviewing these
current records, the NRC staff found no procedural violation.

Ten Mercury generated SUS turnover packages were reviewed by the NRC staff.
The objective was to verify that Mercury and Ebasco documentation review did
cover technical adequacy, completeness, and authenticity. The staff results
showed that Mercury and Ebasco QAIRG reviews were adequately accomplished and

documented. In addition, the NRC staff performed walkdowns for 19
instrumentation found no problems. For further details, see the NRC staff

assessments of Allegations A-188, A-190, A-191, A-193, A-35, and A-308.

The NRC staff found that Mercury, Ebasco, and LP&L had implemented adequate

control of SUS turnover package reviews. This allegation has neither safety
significance nor generic implications.

Potential Violations: None
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Actions Required: None.

References
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_ 2. Ebasco Procedure: QAI 9 - Review and handling.of construction
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' installation records.
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'75.[ 3. Ebasco Procedure: ASP-IV-50 - Release and turnover from construction to
,

Waterford start-up and area transfer to Waterford plant staff.+.
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4. Exhibit 15, Ebasco interoffice memorandum.
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